STABLE • EFFICIENT • SAFE

SINCE 1873 • FUTURE-ORIENTED

CATALOGUE

ABOUT US
We design and produce sophisticated transport solutions for ﬂat glass, window frames and scaffolding. The company
Lansing is a traditional family business that was founded in 1873. With locations in Hengelo (NED) and Vreden (GER),
are we able to meet the increasing demand from our expanding European customer base. We are specialized in the
production of high-quality glass racks, roof racks, custom-made trailers, and chassis cabins.
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LANSING GLASS RACKS
The Lansing glass rack is a welded aluminum construction of special proﬁles. Rubber inlays provide valuable grip and
protection of the goods. The smart and lightweight construction offers the required strength and stiffness that is
needed for the toughest jobs. The glass rack is available as an external, internal, and pickup version.
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EXTERNAL GLASS RACK

Stable
The applied materials offer a lightweight and stiff transport solution.
The welding technique ensures extreme stiffness that will not
be achieved by a regular bolt-nut connection. This characterizes the
Lansing glass rack and differentiates it from competition.The modular
production process makes sure that there is a perfect ﬁtting glass
rack for all vehicle types and sizes.
Safe
Rubber inlays provide the needed grip and damping, which minimizes
the chance of damage to the goods. The lightning kit and reﬂective
safety markers offer extra visibility.
Efﬁcient
By making use of spring loaded securing poles, the goods can be taken
off quickly and easily with one single action. No time will be wasted.
Besides that, the glass rack is easily demountable. Ideal in case of using
the rack for more than one vehicle.
Adjustability
Carrying extra-large sheets of glass? No problem with the Lansing glass
rack, which is equipped with telescopic tops. These tops can easily be
extended towards max. 2850 mm.
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EXTERNAL GLASS RACK
ASSEMBLY

LOADING CAPACITY

GLASS RACK 100%

1

At the lower side, all glass racks are assembled using the same method. A shackle is mounted
to the bodywork of the vehicle on the one end. The other end will be mounted to the glass
rack. A locking pin connects and secures both sides. At the upper side, there are four assembly
methods to mount the rack on the vehicle. All four methods are described below. The easy
disassembly kit will be needed regardless of the chosen assembly method.

1

GLASS RACK 90%

STANDARD, WITH THE LANSING ROOF RACK

The Lansing roof rack is developed to carry a glass rack. Due to its stable construction, this
combination is the best ﬁtting- and most solid solution.
2

LOADING CAPACITY

2

PROFILE ASSEMBLY, WITHOUT ROOF RACK
LOADING CAPACITY
GLASS RACK 80%

When you do not prefer a roof rack, the glass rack can be mounted directly to the vehicle.This can
be achieved by the use of a straight proﬁle between the glass rack and the vehicle.
3

DELTA ASSEMBLY – WITHOUT ROOF RACK

3

When you do not prefer a roof rack, the Delta assembly provides a solution. The glass rack can
be mounted directly on the roof of the vehicle by using a Delta framework. In this case, option A:
Delta assembly kit will be required.
4

LOADING CAPACITY

EXISTING ROOF RACK

GLASS RACK 80%

When you already have a roof rack, the glass rack can be mounted using a custom-made proﬁle
between the roof- and glass rack. The width of the proﬁle depends on the width of the roof rack.
4
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PICKUP GLASS RACK

The Lansing Pickup glass rack offers an easy way to transport ﬂat
glass, window frames, and doors. The remaining space on the loading
ﬂoor can be used for pallets or freestanding transport racks. The
pickup glass rack represents the ideal method to expand your loading
possibilities and offers the needed ﬂexibility.

ASSEMBLY
The glass rack is assembled on the bodywork or loading ﬂoor of the
vehicle. Necessary parts are included.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS GLASS RACK
OPTIONAL EXTRAS (1/2)
A DELTA ASSEMBLY KIT
When you do not want to use a roof rack, the Delta assembly kit
provides the solution.
B SPRING LOADED SECURING POLE
The securing pole ensures a stable securing of your load on the
glass rack.
C SPRING LOADED SECURING POLE, TELESCOPIC

A

B

C

D

E

F

The telescopic securing pole can be used in combination with
telescopic tops of the glass rack.
D SECURING POLE, LASHING STRAP
The securing pole with lashing strap ensures a stable securing of your
load on the glass rack.
E

LADDER, WELDED IN GLASS RACK

You easily pick off goods from the roof of your car with the ladder.
F

PLANE RAIL, WELDED IN GLASS RACK

The plane rail is welded over the entire length of the glass rack.
Your load can be secured safely by using a lashing strap.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS GLASS RACK
OPTIONAL EXTRAS (2/2)
G 200 MM. EXTRA HEIGHT COMPARED TO STANDARD
The glass rack will be 200 mm. higher. With this option also the extralarge ﬂat glass or window frames can be transported on the glass rack.
H EXTENDED SIDE MIRROR
The extended side mirror offers a better view when the glass rack
is assembled. Moreover, is the extended side mirror an obligatory
requirement for the TüV examination.
G

J

I

UNIVERSAL SIDE MIRROR

The universal side mirror offers a better view when the glass rack is
assembled. Moreover, is the extended side mirror an obligatory
requirement for the TüV examination.
J

I

H

POWDER COATING GLASS RACK

Standard is the glass rack supplied without powder coating, in bare
aluminum. It can also be provided with powder coating, in the RAL
color of your company.
K POWDER COATING SECURING POLES
Standard are the securing poles supplied without powder coating, in
bare aluminum. It can also be provided with powder coating, in the
RAL color of your company.
L

K L

POWDER COATING SAFETY MARKER

Standard are the safety markers supplied without powder coating,
in bare aluminum. It can also be provided with powder coating, in the
RAL color of your company.
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INTERNAL GLASS RACK

The Lansing internal glass rack offers the opportunity to transport
ﬂat glass, window frames, and doors inside your vehicle safely and
responsibly. By the use of lightweight aluminum proﬁles a functional
and strong construction is created. Standard, the internal glass rack is
supplied with a net set-up width of 135 mm.

ASSEMBLY
The L-shaped internal glass rack will be supplied with clamps to
mount it to the existing loading ﬂoor and sidewalls of your vehicle.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
D SECURING POLE, LASHING STRAP
The securing pole with lashing strap ensures a stable securing of your
load on the glass rack.
M PULLOUT RACK
The internal glass rack can be produced as a pullout rack. In this case,
a large part of the construction can be pulled outside the vehicle allowing to load and unload goods easily. (This option is only available for
internal glass racks with a maximum length of 2000 mm.)

D

M

N

M

N EXTRA WIDE SET UP PROFILES (+75 mm.)
Standard the set up proﬁles are 135 mm. wide. With the extra wide
version, a set up width of 210 mm. is realized.
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LANSING ROOF RACKS

The Lansing roof rack is the ideal transport solution when you
want to transport ladders or other goods on top of your vehicle.The
roof rack is standard supplied in high-quality, lightweight aluminum
and is available for all types and sizes of commercial vehicles.

ASSEMBLY
The roof rack will be assembled by the use of supporting points and a
proﬁle mounted on the roof of the vehicle. By applying this smart way
of assembly, the roof rack remains adjustable while being assembled.
The ladder roller ensures that ladders and other goods can be loaded
on the roof rack easily.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Q

WALKWAY

With the walkway you can easily place or remove goods from the roof
rack.The position of the walkway may be chosen by the customer.
R ALUMINIUM SPOILER
The aluminum spoiler for the roof rack ensures a good wind ﬂow,
while noise is reduced to a minimum.
S

POWDERCOATING ROOF RACK

Standard is the roof rack supplied without powder coating, in bare
aluminum. It can also be provided with powder coating, in the RAL
color of your company.

Q S

R
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LANSING TRAILERS
A wide range of trailers is manufactured by Lansing, specific for the transport of flat glass, window
frames,

scaffolding,

and other materials. Each Lansing trailer is a custom-made transport solution.

Three models of trailers are distinguished: • the Twinnmaster • the Unitra • the Multimaster. Each with
their own specific characteristics which makes them suitable for different transport purposes.
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TWINNMASTER

The Twinnmaster allows ﬂat glass, window frames, and doors on both
sides of the trailer.The lowered center of gravity ensures a stable handling, a low lifting point and maximum safety. Standard adjustable peaks
(+450mm.) ensure that also large ﬂat glass can be transported.
The spring loaded securing poles guarantee a quick and safe securing
of the load. Four standard spring loaded securing poles and four
height-adjustable securing poles are standard included.
Functionality:
Flat glass
Window frames
Sheets/doors
Scaffolding
Other materials

●●●●●
●●●●●
●●●●●
● ● ● ❍❍
● ● ● ❍❍

Sizes and models:
Twinnmaster

Length
Height outer side rack
Height inner side rack
Total width
Net set up plate
Max. allowed totalweight
Number of clamping positions
(each side)

3500

4380

3500 mm.
2400 mm.
2000 mm.
2370 mm.
135 mm.
2000/3500 kg.
7

4380 mm.
2400 mm.
2000 mm.
2370 mm.
135 mm.
2000/3500 kg.
9
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MULTIMASTER

The Multimaster is a ﬂat trailer that can be customized to suit your
speciﬁc demands. Standard will the Multimaster be delivered without rack, however with the optional extras (page 17 and 18), the
Multimaster can be built as a multifunctional trailer with different
transport purposes.
The aluminum adjustable glass rack (option C) can be moved on the
length-axis and offers a loading height of 2340 mm. When also the
aluminum base plate (option D) is added, a total loading height of 2800
mm. is realized. This makes the Multimaster suitable for the transport
of ﬂat glass, window frames, sheets/doors, and other goods.
Functionality:
Flat glass (option C and D required)
Window frames (option C required)
Sheets/doors (option C required)
Scaffolding (option C required)
Other materials (option A or B required)
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●●●●●
●●●●●
●●●●●
● ● ● ❍❍
●●●●●

MULTIMASTER

Sizes and models:
Multimaster

Length
Width
Loading height
adjustable
glass rackl
Max. allowed
total weight
E Number of
C-proﬁles
C Number of
spring loaded
poles incl. with
optional glass rack
D Number of
spring loaded
poles incl. with
optional base plate

262

350

438

526

614

2620 mm.
2060 mm.
2340 mm.

3500 mm.
2060 mm.
2340 mm.

4380 mm.
2060 mm.
2340 mm.

5260 mm.
2060 mm.
2340 mm.

6140 mm.
2060 mm.
2340 mm.

1200 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

3

4

5

6

7

4

4

4

5

5

2

2

2

2

2
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UNITRA

The Unitra is a trailer with a ﬁxed rack in the middle. The Unitra is
designed for the transport of window frames due to its U-shaped body.
By the use of spring loaded securing poles are the goods secured safely.

Functionality:
Flat glass
Window frames
Sheets/doors
Scaffolding
Other materials

● ● ❍❍❍
●●●●●
●●●●●
● ● ● ❍❍
● ● ● ❍❍

Sizes and models :
Unitra

Length
Height
Loading
height
Width
Max.
allowed
totalweight
Number of
clamping positions
(each side)
Number of
spring loaded
poles incl.
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U1

U2

U3

U4

U5

U7

2360 mm.
3130 mm.

3480 mm.
3130 mm.

4080 mm.
3130 mm.

4480 mm.
3130 mm.

5085 mm.
3130 mm.

6090 mm.
3130 mm.

2340 mm.
2060 mm.

2340 mm.
2060 mm.

2340 mm.
2060 mm.

2340 mm.
2060 mm.

2340 mm.
2060 mm.

2340 mm.
2060 mm.

1200 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

2000 kg./
3000 kg.

4

5

5

6

6

7

4

4

4

4

4

4

OPTIONAL EXTRAS TRAILERS (1/2)
A ALUMINIUM SIDEBOARDS
The sideboards ensure that smaller goods can be transported within the
trailer. This option includes the rear board. The front board is standard
included with the trailer.
B ALUMINIUM SIDEBOARDS
(WITH SAFETY NETHOOKS)
The sideboards ensure that smaller goods can be transported with
the trailer.The safety net hooks can be used to clamp a safety net.This
option includes the rear board. The front board is standard included
with the trailer.

A C

C ALUMINIUM ADJUSTABLE GLASS RACK*
Flat glass, window frames, and doors can be transported easily with a
loading height of 2340 mm.The rack can be moved over the length axis
of the trailer and therefore counts as a very ﬂexible solution.
D ALUMINIUM BASE PLATE*

B

The base plate is an extra option for the adjustable glass rack. With
the aluminum base plate, the lifting point is lowered, which makes it
easier to load and unload your goods. Including the base plate, the total
loading height of the adjustable glass rack is extended to 2800 mm.
* = only available for the Multimaster

D
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS TRAILERS (2/2)
E

C-PROFILES, WELDED-IN*

E

G

With the C-Proﬁles welded in the trailer frame, large objects can be
secured safely. Option H: clamping claw is required for ﬁxation.
F

TOOLBOX

The toolbox allows to carry extra parts or accessories.
G LASHING EYES IN TRAILERFRAME
The lashing eyes provides an extra way to secure goods by the use of
lashing straps.

F

H CLAMPING CLAW FOR C-PROFILE*
The clamping claw allows to secure the large and heavy goods in combination with option E: C-Proﬁles.
I

SAFETY COUPLING

The safety coupling is obligatory when you want to drive with a
speed of 100 kpH and ensures stability.
* = only available for the Multimaster
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I

SOLUTIONS ON DEMAND
Next to the production of glass racks, roof racks and
custom-made trailers, does Lansing Unitra offer more.
Examples include chassis-body constructions, in-vehicle
equipment, and custom-build solutions. The possibilities are unlimited and your needs and requirements as
a customer are central.
Do you have special, non-standard demands? Do not
hesitate to contact us or one of our professional partners.
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LANSING UNITRA BV
Platinastraat 53, 7554 NC Hengelo

YOUR LANSING PROFESSIONAL PARTNER

Tel.
Fax
E-mail
Website

+31 (0)74 259 33 39
+31 (0)74 259 45 90
hengelo@lansing-unitra.eu
www.lansing-unitra.eu

